
Quilt As You Go Reimagined: The Ultimate
Guide to Effortless Quilting
Quilting, a beloved craft passed down through generations, has undergone
a transformative evolution with the advent of the Quilt As You Go (QAYG)
technique. This revolutionary approach empowers quilters of all skill levels
to create stunning quilts with ease and efficiency.
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Understanding Quilt As You Go

Unlike traditional quilting methods where the quilt top, batting, and backing
are assembled separately before being quilted, QAYG involves quilting
each block individually as you go. This innovative approach eliminates the
need for large quilting frames or bulky sandwiching, making it perfect for
small spaces or those with limited time.
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Benefits of Quilt As You Go

Effortless Quilting: QAYG simplifies the quilting process, making it
accessible even to beginners. The small block-by-block approach
eliminates the intimidation factor associated with large-scale quilting.

Space-Saving: QAYG requires minimal workspace, allowing quilters
to enjoy their craft in cramped apartments or limited areas. No need for
sprawling quilting frames or large tables.

Time-Saving: The individual block approach allows quilters to work on
multiple blocks simultaneously, accelerating the quilt-making process.
This is especially beneficial for those with busy schedules.

No Bulky Sandwiching: QAYG eliminates the cumbersome process
of sandwiching the quilt top, batting, and backing together. This
reduces the risk of shifting and puckering, resulting in a smoother and
more professional-looking quilt.

Portable Quilting: The portability of QAYG is unparalleled. Take your
quilting anywhere, whether it's a park, library, or coffee shop, and enjoy
the freedom to quilt wherever inspiration strikes.

Step-by-Step Quilt As You Go

1. Choose and Prepare Your Fabrics: Select fabrics that complement
your vision and pre-wash them to avoid shrinkage. Iron and square up
the fabric for precise cutting.

2. Create the Quilt Blocks: Cut the fabric into squares or rectangles
based on your desired block pattern. Sew the pieces together using a
scant 1/4-inch seam allowance.



3. Add Batting and Backing: Place a layer of batting behind the quilt
block and a layer of backing fabric on top. Trim the batting and backing
to 1/2 inch beyond the edges of the quilt block.

4. Quilt the Block: Quilt the three layers together using your preferred
quilting method, such as straight line quilting, free-motion quilting, or
hand quilting. Secure the layers by stitching around the edges.

5. Join the Blocks: Once the blocks are quilted, join them together using
a 1/4-inch seam allowance. Press the seams open for a flat and stable
quilt.

6. Finish the Quilt: Add a border and binding to complete the quilt. Trim
any excess fabric and enjoy your beautifully crafted QAYG
masterpiece.

Inspiring Project Ideas

The QAYG technique opens up a world of creative possibilities. Explore
these inspiring project ideas to get started:

Jelly Roll Race Quilt: Use pre-cut jelly roll strips to create a vibrant
and playful quilt in no time.

Scrap Happy Quilt: Gather your fabric scraps and stitch them into
unique and charming quilt blocks.

Modern Log Cabin Quilt: Give the classic log cabin block a modern
twist with bold fabrics and geometric designs.

Starry Night Quilt: Create a celestial quilt using a variety of blue and
purple fabrics, evoking the wonder of a starlit sky.



Abstract Art Quilt: Unleash your inner artist and experiment with
unconventional fabrics, patterns, and quilting techniques to create a
one-of-a-kind abstract quilt.

Tips for Success

Use high-quality fabrics with minimal stretch or fraying to ensure
durability and a professional finish.

Choose a batting that complements the quilt's desired weight and
warmth.

Press your quilt blocks and seams regularly to maintain accuracy and
prevent puckering.

Don't be afraid to experiment with different quilting stitches and
techniques to add depth and character to your quilt.

Join quilt blocks accurately to create a seamless and visually
appealing quilt.

Quilt As You Go is a revolutionary approach that has transformed the
quilting landscape. Its ease of use, time-saving benefits, and portability
make it accessible to quilters of all skill levels. Embrace the QAYG
technique and embark on a creative journey filled with endless possibilities.
From vibrant jelly roll quilts to abstract art masterpieces, the world of
quilting is now at your fingertips.
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